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These comments are submitted by the Entertainment Software Association (“ESA”), the U.S. trade association serving companies that publish computer and video games for game consoles, handheld devices, personal computers, and the Internet. ESA represents the major game platform providers and almost all of the major video game publishers in the United States.1

ESA’s member companies are leaders in bringing creative and innovative products and services into American homes and have made major contributions to the U.S. economy.2 In fact, the U.S. video game industry generated $36 billion in revenue during 2017,3 and provided jobs to more than 220,000 people across all fifty states.4 This innovation and economic activity

---

1 A complete list of ESA’s member companies is available at http://www.theesa.com/about-esa/members/ (last reviewed Jan. 19, 2018).
2 Aside from their significant and ongoing contributions to the traditional home video game and handheld video game markets, ESA member companies have established full-fledged online entertainment services (including mobile), developed popular and forward-looking immersive technologies (augmented, virtual, and mixed reality), and have taken the lead in the burgeoning esports industry. More innovation and creativity is promised in the future as the industry begins to embrace artificial intelligence and new ways to play and enjoy video games.

Privacy Act Advisory Statement: Required by the Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579)
The authority for requesting this information is 17 U.S.C. §§ 1201(a)(1) and 705. Furnishing the requested information is voluntary. The principal use of the requested information is publication on the Copyright Office Web site and use by Copyright Office staff for purposes of the rulemaking proceeding conducted under 17 U.S.C. § 1201(a)(1). NOTE: No other advisory statement will be given in connection with this submission. Please keep this statement and refer to it if we communicate with you regarding this submission.
depends on strong copyright protection for the software and other creative works that are the lifeblood of the video game industry. Accordingly, ESA member companies have a strong interest in maintaining effective copyright protection, including protection against circumvention of technologies that control access to copyrighted video game software.

There is no doubt that video games are an important and significant form of creative expression.5 In fact, video games of all types are now being recognized by major art museums across America.6 And the creative nature of the medium is evident from the treatment of video games in the mainstream press, which reviews and critiques video games alongside other copyrighted works, such as literature, movies, television, and theater.7 Accordingly, and as described further below, ESA and its member companies are committed to, and actively support, serious professional efforts to preserve video games and recognize the industry’s creative contributions under circumstances that do not jeopardize game companies’ rights under copyright law.

**ITEM B. PROPOSED CLASS ADDRESSED**

Proposed Class 8: Computer Programs—Video Game Preservation

**ITEM C. OVERVIEW**

1. **Introduction.**

Because video games have substantial social, cultural, and historical value, ESA and its member companies enthusiastically support various legitimate public preservation activities

---


5 In *Brown v. Entertainment Merchants Ass’n*, 564 U.S. 786 (2011), the U.S. Supreme Court recognized that video games, as expressive works, are fully protected by the First Amendment. That is because “[l]ike the protected books, plays, and movies that preceded them, video games communicate ideas—and even social messages.” *Id.* at 790.

6 Many institutions have recognized video games’ central place among the most established forms of art. For example, in 2012, the Museum of Modern Art (“MoMA”) in New York City began displaying video games in its galleries, and exhibitions devoted to video games opened at the Smithsonian American Art Museum and the Museum of the Moving Image, prompting the *New York Times* to declare that “[v]ideo games are now high culture.” *See Allan Kozinn, MoMA Adds Video Games to Its Collection*, N.Y. Times: Artsbeat (Nov. 29, 2012, 1:45 PM), https://artsbeat.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/11/29/moma-adds-video-games-to-its-collection/. The MoMA selects video games to acquire using the same criteria the museum uses for other collections, including “historical and cultural relevance, aesthetic expression, functional and structural soundness, innovative approaches to technology and behavior, and a successful synthesis of materials and techniques.” *Id.* Moreover, the Strong National Museum of Play in Rochester, which houses the World Video Game Hall of Fame, recognizes individual video games that have exerted influence on the industry or on popular culture and society in general. *See World Video Game Hall of Fame, Strong Nat’l Museum of Play, http://www.museumofplay.org/about/world-video-game-hall-fame* (last visited Feb. 5, 2018); *see also, Nathan Reese, An Exhibition That Proves Video Games Can Be Art*, N.Y. Times (Feb. 10, 2016), https://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/10/t-magazine/art/jason-rohrer-video-games-exhibit-davis-museum.html (reviewing The Game Worlds of Jason Rohrer, a video game art exhibit which was on view at the Davis Museum in Wellesley, Massachusetts in 2016.)

beyond the companies’ own archival practices.8 The existing exemption to Section 1201 for video game preservation, which is codified in 37 C.F.R. § 201.40(b)(8)(i)(B) and (ii), also permits eligible libraries, archives, and museums to engage in independent preservation activities that facilitate legitimate scholarly work without disrupting efforts to continue serving and expanding the vibrant and dynamic market for video games.9 Recognizing that the Register carefully tailored the existing exemption to strike that balance, ESA did not oppose continuation of the existing exemption for video game preservation.

Proposed Class 8 in this proceeding represents a substantial expansion of the existing game-preservation exemption,10 and ESA does oppose that expansion. What the petitioner Museum of Art and Digital Entertainment (“MADE”) and the other proponents of Class 8 seek is a far cry from the serious preservation and scholarly use imagined by the Register in 2015. The additional activities that the proponents contemplate include:

- **Accessing content stored on an external server and not previously distributed by game companies.** The proponents first ask the Register to sanction the creation of substitute game-service environments. This likely would require copying server software and individual game elements that reside on an external server, have not been distributed to the public, and organizations like MADE do not lawfully possess.

- **Restoring playable versions of online multiplayer video games.** Proponents next ask the Register to enable them to make online video games available for play by a public audience. Online video games, in proponents view, appear to be games that offer multiplayer gameplay through an external server. This request does not address harms allegedly caused by the technological protection measures (“TPMs”) that are the subject of this proceeding, but instead addresses harms created by the termination of online game services. Additionally, making games available for online play would implicate (and in ESA’s view violate) the anti-trafficking provisions of Section 1201(a)(2). For these reasons, the Register rejected an identical request in the 2015 Triennial Proceeding.11 The same result should obtain here.

---

8 Because video games have significant economic value to their creators, game companies naturally tend to preserve the assets in their catalogs.
9 This exemption applies to local copies of video games requiring authentication to an external server, where server support has been discontinued for at least six months. Such games have occasionally been referred to by the proponents of Section 1201 exemptions as having been “abandoned,” but that is not an accurate use of that term of art in copyright law, and it is particularly inappropriate given efforts of their copyright owners to preserve them and the potential for re-release. See infra Part E.1.ii-iii.
10 In a separate provision, the existing exemption also permits circumvention to restore local access to a video game for personal gameplay. See 37 C.F.R. § 201.40(b)(8)(i)(A). Such circumvention is only permitted in carefully limited circumstances and proponents do not seek in Class 8 to expand them. Exemptions to Permit Circumvention of Access Controls on Copyrighted Works, 82 Fed. Reg. 49,550, 49,561 (Oct. 26, 2017), ("NPRM") (“The proposed class would expand upon the current exemption . . . permitting circumvention ‘by an eligible library, archives, or museum,’ of TPMs protecting video games, for which outside server support has been discontinued.”). As discussed below, the primary proponent of Class 8 confirms this narrow formulation. Any belated attempts to extend the proposed expansion to personal gameplay should be rejected.
11 Register’s 2015 Recommendation at 351.
• **Enlisting public assistance in preservation.** Proponents also ask the Register to let a loosely defined group of “affiliates” engage in preservation activities. Under the proposed regulatory language, affiliates can be drawn from members of the public and may work remotely from geographically distributed locations. Institutions enlisting the assistance of affiliates would not be required to formally retain them, would not be required to impose legally enforceable restrictions on their activity, and would not be required to implement any mechanisms to protect against infringement. In effect, the request would dissolve any meaningful distinction between preservationists and recreational gamers, and invite substantial mischief.

These proposed expansions of the existing exemption for video game preservation must be rejected, because the proponents cannot demonstrate that Section 1201’s prohibition on circumvention – as modified by the existing exemption – is imposing adverse effects on noninfringing uses and that their proposed expansion is warranted under the relevant statutory factors. These deficiencies can briefly be summarized as follows:

• **Adverse Effects.** The proponents fail to establish that current law adversely affects efforts to preserve video games for research and study, for several reasons. First, video game publishers have strong economic incentives to preserve their own games, which are often issued and re-issued in patterns common to other forms of creative content, such as film and music. Second, there are currently extensive video game preservation programs, and large collections of historical games, at public institutions, as well as cooperative efforts between the ESA and its members and public institutions like the Library of Congress. Third, the existing exemption is sufficient to facilitate preservation by eligible institutions, and to facilitate subsequent research and study. Finally, the purported effects upon which proponents rely are not actually caused by the TPMs at issue.

• **Infringing Uses.** The proponents fail to establish that the additional uses they contemplate are noninfringing. Copying software and game elements that have not been distributed to the public would infringe the right of reproduction and the right to create derivative works. Restoring online gameplay would violate the same rights, and also the distribution and performance rights, if games are distributed or performed to the public. Finally, permitting preservation by affiliates may involve and promote a wide range of infringing activity, as by facilitating the creation or distribution of unauthorized derivative works, and by enabling members of the public to “jailbreak” video game

---

12 See infra Part E.1.ii.
13 Id. Part E.1.iii.
14 Id. Part E.1.iv.
15 Id. Part E.1.1.
16 Id. Part E.2.1.a.
17 Id. Part E.2.1.b.
18 In these comments, we use the term “jailbreaking” because the Office has done so from time to time. However, we note that it is a loaded term intended by those who popularized it to downplay the importance of protecting copyrighted works. By contrast, the Register has repeatedly found that the hugely valuable copyrighted works distributed for and through game consoles are reasonably and appropriately secured with technological protection measures.
consoles and use those consoles to play unauthorized copies of video games. Each of these uses is outside the scope of 108, and none of them are fair uses.

- **Statutory Factors.** The proponents fail to establish that their broad proposal is warranted under the statutory factors. The proposed expansion would introduce several potential risks to effective copyright protection, which could reduce the incentives to invest in creation of new video games and make video game consoles a less attractive platform for content delivery. The proponents make no countervailing showing, under the first three statutory factors, that a broader exemption would enable more preservation, or enable development of more research and study, than is generated under the existing exemption. Moreover, the proponents’ requested expansion would encourage or enable widespread infringement of video games and facilitate infringement of other entertainment content made available on video game consoles, doing substantial market harm.

For these and numerous other reasons described further below, the proposed expansion would substantially increase infringement and should be rejected.

2. **Effective copyright protection for video games is important to securing their social, cultural, and economic effects.**

ESA and its member companies are proud that video games make significant social, cultural, and economic contributions. Video games have provided a foundation for building strong online and offline communities and offering a distinct entertainment experience. They also explore social issues, help children develop intellectual and social skills, and advance social welfare, such as by contributing to improved health outcomes and to education.

---

19 See infra Part E.2.i.c.
20 Id. Part E.2.ii.
21 Id. Part E.2.iii.
22 Id. Part E.3.
Video games also embody creative expression. As the Supreme Court has recognized, video games convey expression in much the same way as books, movies, and other forms of media.\(^{27}\) Video game developers push artistic boundaries.\(^{28}\) Indeed, the ingenuity and originality of game creators has been recognized by institutions like the Smithsonian,\(^{29}\) the Museum of Modern Art,\(^{30}\) and others,\(^{31}\) each of which has developed exhibits to showcase the artistic expression in the medium.

Today, the market for video games is more vibrant than ever before.\(^{32}\) For example, U.S. sales of computer and video games have grown from $10.1 billion in 2009 to $29.1 billion in 2017.\(^{33}\) This success is attributable in significant part to copyright protection. It is common for developers to spend tens of millions of dollars on the development of a game. Like major motion pictures, production budgets for major games can exceed $100 million.\(^{34}\) That level of investment in the creation of new works is not possible without effective intellectual property protection, including protection against circumvention of technologies that control access to copyrighted video game software. Copyright protection also makes it possible for video game companies to invest in new ways to make video games accessible to consumers. Microsoft, for example, recently launched a subscription service called Gamepass, which allows users to access more than 100 video games for a monthly fee.\(^{35}\) Video game companies also have reintroduced tools that provide immersive, interactive, and creative spaces for students to learn” as well as “the proven power of digital games for learning”).

\(^{27}\) *Entm't Merchants Ass'n*, 564 U.S. at 790.
\(^{29}\) See *The Art of Video Games*, Smithsonian Institute, https://www.si.edu/Exhibitions/The-Art-of-Video-Games-840 (last visited Feb. 6, 2018) (discussing six month exhibit that comprehensively examined video games as artistic medium, featured over 800 works of art from video games, and completed a 10-city national tour); *SAAM Arcade*, Smithsonian American Art Museum, http://americanart.si.edu/calendar/saam-arcade/ (last visited Feb. 6, 2018) (describing annual weekend event that allows over one hundred and fifty independent video game designers and developers to showcase their work alongside the world’s premier art collections).
\(^{31}\) See, e.g., *The Game Worlds of Jason Rohrer*, Wellesley College, http://www.wellesley.edu/event/node/76186#l0GiXOZSwp46oArT.97 (last visited Feb. 6, 2018) (describing museum retrospective dedicated to a single video game maker’s work); Nathan Reese, *An Exhibition that Proves Video Games Can Be Art*, N.Y. Times (Feb. 10, 2016), https://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/10/t-magazine/art/jason-rohrer-video-games-exhibit-davis-museum.html?_r=1; *VGA Gallery At Open House Contemporary*, Video Game Art Gallery, https://www.videogameartgallery.com/events/2017/5/18/vga-gallery-at-open-house-contemporary (last visited Feb. 6, 2018) (exhibit that is a partnership between the Video Game Art Gallery and Open House Contemporary that will be open from May 2017 to September 2017. The exhibit will highlight distinctive game art from emerging game developers from across the globe.)
\(^{32}\) See *supra* at 1.
\(^{33}\) See *Video Games in the 21st Century*, at 5; ESA Press Release.
an increasing number of video games from their back catalogs, as Nintendo did when offering previously discontinued games on the NES and SNES Classic consoles.\textsuperscript{36}

3. **Substantial efforts are directed to preservation that is consistent with effective copyright protection.**

The existing exemption, together with preservation efforts by ESA and its members, is sufficient to preserve important games for serious scholarly purposes, and they do so without jeopardizing effective copyright protection for games.

To begin with, video game companies have a strong economic motivation to preserve the titles in their back catalogs.\textsuperscript{37} And, under Section 106, the decision whether to discontinue or reissue particular game titles generally should lie with the copyright owner. Contrary to claims made by the proponents of the expansion, a copyright owner’s decision to exercise these exclusive rights is not at odds with preservation.\textsuperscript{38} The decision to discontinue providing a game service says nothing at all about whether the copyright owner is taking action to preserve the video game in its archive. In fact, video game companies do not routinely discard their valuable copyrighted assets.

In addition to internal preservation efforts, which allow video game companies to make business judgments about which titles in their catalogs to offer at which times, ESA and its members actively support legitimate preservation activities at various public institutions that adhere to high professional standards and have the resources and expertise to ensure secure, long-term retention of game artifacts for purposes of future scholarship. These efforts will in many cases ensure that future scholars can experience culturally significant contemporary games, because many such games allow for either single player or local multiplayer gameplay.\textsuperscript{39} By contrast, allowing unilateral circumvention in the name of preservation would add little to these efforts because, as illustrated by the proponents’ restoration of the video game Habitat,\textsuperscript{40} what they would like to accomplish is impracticable (or at least would be extraordinarily difficult) without the cooperation of video game companies.

Because governmental, nongovernmental, and private-sector stakeholders are committed to developing coordinated and voluntary approaches to preservation that apply high professional standards and are respectful of copyright issues, the proponents’ claims that America is in danger of losing its game heritage without a substantially expanded exemption for circumvention of TPMs are simply wrong. The fact is that the games most worthy of preservation – the kinds of games that feature prominently in the proponents’ comments – are, under current law, being preserved for future scholarship.


\textsuperscript{37} See infra at Part.E.1.ii.

\textsuperscript{38} Additionally (and significantly) a desire to re-implement online game services when publishers discontinue them is not a problem caused by TPMs that can be solved in this proceeding.

\textsuperscript{39} This is true for console games, and even truer for mobile games and PC games. See, e.g., PC Gamer, The Best Local Multiplayer Games on PC (Dec. 24, 2017), http://www.pcgamer.com/local-multiplayer-games/.

\textsuperscript{40} See Comments of Museum of Art and Digital Entertainment at 12 (“MADE Comments”) (discussing creator cooperation required to restore Habitat).
4. The proposed expansion would enable and facilitate infringing use.

Because the Register has already recommended continuing the current video game exemption, analysis at this stage of the proceeding must focus on the additional uses that have been proposed by the proponents of a broadened video game exemption.41 Here, the proponents of Class 8 request that the Register expand the current exemption to permit three new categories of circumvention by eliminating important limitations that the Register adopted in 2015. Each of these proposals would enable and lead to substantial infringing activity.

The proponents first seek to circumvent TPMs used to control access to game software when gameplay requires access to content stored on a computer server that has not previously been distributed to the user.42 Purportedly for purposes of maintaining online games “in playable form,” the proponents contemplate copying, and preparing derivative works of, server software and server-hosted game elements that are part of the overall copyrighted video game and that have not been lawfully distributed to the libraries, archives, or museums eligible for the video game preservation exemption. Contrary to the proponents’ assertions, this copying involves core expressive aspects of the game experience, including creative choices about how players interact with each other and their environment. For the same reason, the copying that proponents want to perform does not constitute reverse engineering. Even if the copying is not direct and mechanical, it is infringing, because copyright law prohibits non-literal copying of the expressive aspects of software.43

The proponents next seek to circumvent TPMs used to control access to game software when a server interaction is necessary for online gameplay, rather than just local gameplay.44 This proposal implies additional infringing activity for several reasons. First, it necessarily involves running an unauthorized copy of computer software. Second, it may require creation of derivative works of local game software needed to ensure connection and interoperation with a new game server. Third, it underscores that the proponents’ real goal is to allow a public audience – and not just serious scholars – to play online video games.45

Finally, proponents seek to circumvent TPMs used to control access to video game software to enable preservation by “affiliates” of qualifying organizations.46 Crowdsourcing preservation by permitting a loosely-defined group of “affiliates” – who may work remotely and from geographically distributed locations – raises significant copyright enforcement issues. As an initial matter, allowing the unauthorized exchange of games among a large and open group of affiliates drawn from the public would implicate the exclusive right of distribution under Section 106(3) of the Copyright Act. And even if eligible institutions could deputize affiliates without

---

41 NPRM, 82 Fed. Reg. at 49,558 (“In cases where a class proposes to expand an existing exemption, commenters should focus their comments on the legal and evidentiary bases for modifying the exemption, rather than the underlying exemption.”).
42 E.g., MADE Comments at 7 (proposing to add to the definition of “complete games” games that require access to game content stored on a server). Proponents appear to contemplate circumvention of both local and server-based game software. Id.
43 See infra Part E.2.i.a.
44 E.g., MADE Comments at 6 (proposing to add to the current exemption the words “or to conduct online gameplay”).
45 See infra Part E.2.i.b.
46 E.g., MADE Comments at 7 (proposing to add references to preservation by affiliates); see infra Part E.2.i.c.
running afoul of the distribution right, the proponents have not explained how each of the many institutions potentially eligible for the preservation exemption could effectively supervise a legion of affiliates.

This omission is particularly glaring insofar as proponents do not propose adopting any of the conditions that the Section 108 Study Group suggested imposing on outside contractors who are formally retained to assist in legitimate archival activity. While some organizations may be capable and responsible enough to genuinely supervise a handful of carefully-selected affiliates, others will likely lack the capacity to effectively police affiliates that may wish to take advantage of their privileged position to engage in or facilitate unauthorized use of copyrighted works. Proponents fail to explain how they would cabin affiliate use of circumvention devices and copyrighted games to prevent widespread online gameplay and infringement of works accessed through circumvention.

In sum, expansion of the video game preservation exemption as contemplated by Class 8 is not a “modest” proposal.\(^{47}\) Eliminating the important limitations that the Register provided when adopting the current exemption risks the possibility of wide-scale infringement and substantial market harm.

5. **The statutory factors do not support expanding the existing exemption for video game preservation.**

The proposed expansion would reduce the availability of copyrighted works, is not necessary to support legitimate preservation activities, and would harm the market for and value of both discontinued and current video games. The proposed expansion also contemplates violation of Section 1201(a)(2)’s anti-trafficking provisions and risks harming the goodwill that video game creators cultivate by offering a high-quality gaming experience that protects privacy, personal safety, and the integrity of gameplay. On balance, the statutory factors do not support an expanded exemption.\(^{48}\)

* * *

After proponents of the existing exemption secured what, during the 2015 proceeding, was framed as a narrow exemption for preservation, the proponents of Class 8 now seek to expand it in substantial and unjustified ways. The Register should recommend denying the proposed expansion.

**ITEM D. TECHNOLOGICAL PROTECTION MEASURE(S) AND METHOD(S) OF CIRCUMVENTION**

1. **Video game companies provide many options for enjoying gameplay.**

This is a golden age for video games. Not only are major new titles released virtually every week, but game companies have introduced new gaming experiences, including virtual reality and different modes of play across an increasing variety of platforms.

---

\(^{47}\) MADE Comments at 2.

\(^{48}\) See infra Part E.3.i-iv.
One fast-growing segment of the game market is mobile gaming. Mobile devices have become ubiquitous, and one need only go out in public to see the proliferation of consumers enjoying game apps on their phones. Over the course of the last three years, numerous classic games have been re-released for mobile devices,\(^49\) including games from Atari,\(^50\) Sega,\(^51\) Capcom,\(^52\) Rock Star,\(^53\) and Square Enix.\(^54\)

Many of the today’s most popular games offer players the opportunity to play in single or multiplayer modes.\(^55\) And, in response to consumer demand, video game publishers have significantly expanded opportunities for online multiplayer gameplay.\(^56\) It should come as no surprise that in an increasingly connected world, where consumers are accustomed to experiencing music, television, and motion pictures through online services, consumers also enjoy playing video games through online services. All the major video game console providers offer online services that provide consumers access to online play and features such as downloadable content, leaderboards, badges, chat, and other social features. Like many other online entertainment services, users ordinarily must register – and often must pay subscription fees – to access these services. For example, Microsoft requires its users to register for an Xbox Live Gold subscription – typically priced at $59.99 per year – before the user may access online services made available through its online network services server. On the PlayStation 4, users are required to purchase a subscription to “PlayStation Plus” – also typically priced at $59.99 per year – before they can access online multiplayer gaming through that service. And Nintendo offers the “Nintendo Online Switch” service, which allows Nintendo Switch users to play compatible video games online by signing into their Nintendo Accounts.\(^57\)

The proposed broadening of the preservation exemption would apply to a vast array of video games (including console games, PC games, mobile apps, and browser-based games), with a wide range of features and architectures. It should be understood that when the proponents of the expansion propose making a substitute game server available to allow the public to play

---

\(^49\) Of course, classic games have also been re-released on a number of other platforms, including Nintendo’s NES and SNES Classic. See infra Part E.1.ii.


\(^55\) These titles include, for example, 2017 best sellers like Call of Duty, Battlefield, Grand Theft Auto, Minecraft, and sports franchises such as Madden, NBA 2K and FIFA. See 2017 ESA Essential Facts at 12 (identifying 2017 best sellers).

\(^56\) Games have historically offered multiplayer gameplay through several different mechanisms, including by connecting several controllers to a single console, by connecting several consoles through a Local Area Network (“LAN”), or by offering online play. See U.S. Copyright Office, Section 1201 Rulemaking: Sixth Triennial Proceeding to Determine Exemptions to the Prohibition on Circumvention, Recommendation of the Register of Copyrights 345 (Oct. 2015), https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2015/registers-recommendation.pdf (“Register’s 2015 Recommendation”).

\(^57\) Online play for the Nintendo Switch is free for Nintendo Account holders until the paid online service launches in September 2018.
online video games, they are talking about providing an online service that would replace a service for which video game companies frequently charge.

2. The proposed expansion implicates critical access controls, the circumvention of which risks serious harm.

The wide variety of games that would be subject to the broader exemption employ a variety of access controls. The proponents of the proposed expansion do not identify precisely which access controls they seek to circumvent, but they acknowledge that enabling online games to be played on video game consoles or other devices connected to third-party game servers would require circumventing a large number of game- and device-based TPMs.\(^{58}\) Indeed, the proposed expansion would seem to permit circumvention of nearly all TPMs used to secure video games and provide a secure environment for the use and distribution of authorized video games.

In redefining “complete games” to include “video games that can be played by users through lawful access of game content stored or previously stored on an external computer server,”\(^ {59}\) the proponents appear minimally to seek permission to circumvent access controls on local game client software (such as by decrypting it), so that software can be modified to (1) work with a game service that substitutes for the original, authorized game service, and (2) render unauthorized server-hosted game elements.

This proposal is particularly problematic with respect to video games for recent major video game consoles. A modern game console cannot be used to run modified firmware, or to load other software that has not been authorized for use on the console, without first circumventing one or more TPMs.\(^ {60}\) In many cases, successful circumvention requires users to bypass the encryption on the console firmware and successfully avoid authentication processes used to check for unauthorized software loaded to the console. Once a console’s TPMs have been cracked, it can be used to play infringing copies of games, regardless of the user’s intent. In some instances, circumvention of a console renders it unable to run properly licensed content. Indeed, as the Register has repeatedly concluded, “jailbroken consoles are strongly linked to piracy of video games.”\(^ {61}\)

\(^{58}\) MADE Comments at 11-12.

\(^{59}\) Id. at 7.

\(^{60}\) In the 2015 Triennial Proceeding, the Register compiled a robust record regarding the access controls that protect video game consoles. Those access controls have not meaningfully changed since the 2015 Proceeding. Information concerning the nature of TPMs on major consoles was attached to ESA’s 2015 comment on proposed Class 23. See Statement of Peter Waxman (Microsoft); Statement of Dylan Rhoods (Nintendo); Statement of Anthony Justman (Sony), available at https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2015/comments-032715/.

\(^{61}\) Register’s 2015 Recommendation at 339; see also id. at 339-40 (“[A] jailbroken console can be used to play illegitimately acquired games and not just ‘abandoned’ games. Moreover, jailbreaking of console software weakens the efficacy and value of that software as a distribution platform.”); U.S. Copyright Office, Section 1201 Rulemaking: Fifth Triennial Proceeding to Determine Exemptions to the Prohibition on Circumvention, Recommendation of the Register of Copyrights 50 (Oct. 2012), https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2012/Section_1201_Rulemaking_2012_Recommendation.pdf (“Register’s 2012 Recommendation”) (“Console access controls protect not only the integrity of the console code, but the copyrighted works that run on the consoles. In so doing, they provide important incentives to create video games and other
The harm of console jailbreaking extends beyond video games. Video game consoles are the center of an intellectual property ecosystem that allows consumers to access not only video games, but also movies, television, music, and live-sports programming that is provided by ESA’s members and a wide range of content partners. Console jailbreaking threatens infringement of the copyrights in that non-game content, as well as video games.

Depending on the architecture of the particular video game involved and the process by which the circumvention above is accomplished, it may be necessary to circumvent other TPMs as well. For example, video games commonly require server authentication upon installation, and some video games may require server authentication in connection with gameplay as well. Either bypassing that authentication check by modifying the client software, or completing the authentication from an unauthorized server, would constitute circumvention of a TPM controlling access to the client software. Similarly, use of a third-party game server for online gameplay may constitute an ongoing circumvention of TPMs controlling access to the local software, if the substitute server simulates an authentication process that is necessary to enable communications between an authorized video game client and server. In addition, the uses contemplated by the proponents may require modifying video game protocols, which can be viewed as circumvention of a TPM. The authentication between legitimate clients and servers works both ways. Once that link is broken, it seems probable that infringing copies of local game software could be used with the substitute game server.

It may be that proponents also contemplate circumventing access controls on authorized video game services, in the event that server support for a particular video game is discontinued, but software or other elements of the game remain online so a hacker could access and download them without authorization. Any such intrusion into video game services would not only enable infringement of the copyrighted material accessed, but also potentially compromise the security of innocent users of the service.

In sum, the proponents seem to contemplate a wide range of circumvention with the potential to cause substantial harm.

ITEM E. ASSERTED ADVERSE EFFECTS ON NONINFRINGEMENT USES

The Office’s Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (“NPRM”) describes Class 8 as being related exclusively to the preservation of video games. As the Register has consistently

content for consoles, and thus play a critical role in the development and dissemination of highly innovative copyrighted works.”)


See Made Comment at 11-12.

NPRM, 82 Fed. Reg. at 49,561 (“The proposed class would expand upon the current exemption . . . permitting circumvention ‘by an eligibly library, archives, or museum,’ of TPMs protecting video games, for which outside server support has been discontinued.”) Made, the initial proponent of the proposed expansion, emphasizes this focus in its comments. It states that the organization “do[es] not seek to expand the portions of the Current
reiterated, proponents “bear the burden of establishing that the requirements for granting the exemption have been satisfied.”66 This means that the proponents must prove both that (1) “uses affected by the prohibition on circumvention are or are likely to be noninfringing,”67 and (2) “as a result of a technological measure controlling access to a copyrighted work, the prohibition is causing, or in the next three years is likely to cause, an adverse impact on those uses.”68 As set forth below, Section 1201, as modified by the current exemption, does not adversely affect the ability of libraries, museums, or archives to make noninfringing preservation uses of video games, nor are such adverse effects likely to emerge over the next three years. Indeed, proponents have not even established that their proposed expansion addresses a problem caused by TPMs, as opposed to the discontinuation of a video game service. Because proponents will not suffer adverse effects under the existing exemption, because the proposed expansion will make infringing use of copyrighted material, and because the statutory factors weigh heavily against the proposed expansion, the Register should reject the proposed expansion.

1. An expanded exemption from the prohibition on circumvention should not be granted because proponents fail to demonstrate the requisite adverse effects.

Proponents have not met their burden of demonstrating that the current prohibition against circumvention, as modified by the existing exemption, is causing (or will in the coming three-year period cause) an adverse effect. “To prove the existence of adverse effects, it is necessary to demonstrate ‘distinct, verifiable and measurable impacts’ occurring in the marketplace.”69 The Register has repeatedly held that exemptions “should not be based upon de minimis impacts”70 and that “mere inconveniences’ or individual cases do not satisfy the rulemaking standard.”71

The showing made by the proponents falls well short of these standards. This is so for a number of reasons, each of which provides a sufficient basis for rejecting the proposed expansion. These include: (1) proponents fail to establish the required nexus between TPMs and the alleged adverse effects; (2) proponents fail to demonstrate that video game companies do not preserve games themselves; (3) proponents acknowledge video game companies’ voluntary cooperation in preservation efforts by public institutions, and fail to show why those efforts are insufficient; and (4) proponents fail to demonstrate that current exemption is insufficient to enable preservation for scholarly purposes. ESA elaborates on each of these deficiencies below.
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67 Id. at 15.
68 Id.
69 Id. at 15-16 (citation omitted).
70 Id. at 16 (quotation marks omitted).
71 Id. at 16 (citation omitted).
i. The alleged adverse effects are not actually caused by TPMs.

As a threshold matter, an exemption may only be granted in this proceeding if an asserted adverse effect on noninfringing uses arises “by virtue of” the prohibition on circumvention in Section 1201. Even if proponents could establish that they are likely to suffer some adverse effect on noninfringing uses over the next three years that is not adequately addressed by the current preservation exemption (and they cannot), the Register should recommend against the proposed expansion. This is because the asserted adverse effects associated with an inability to preserve online video games in playable condition are not actually caused by TPMs or the prohibition against circumventing TPMs. Rather, they are caused by discontinuation of online video game services.

The current exemption focuses on server-based authentication to enable local gameplay. That is an example of a TPM controlling access to the video game. But in the proposed broadening of the exemption, the proponents propose expressly to reach beyond circumvention of server-based authentication to encompass “lawful access of game content stored or previously stored on an external computer server” in order “to conduct online gameplay.” There, the server software and other video game content stored (or previously stored) on a server are not merely a TPM controlling access to the local game software, they are an online service that is an integral part of the original game experience. By the same token, taking away the server software and other video game content stored on a server is not the introduction of a TPM. Rather, it is the discontinuation of an online service that is only available by license so long as it is made available, and to which there is, accordingly, no permanent right of access. Circumventing some TPMs will not bring back the service.

To illustrate the point, consider a hypothetical online service that streams television programming to subscribers over the internet. To ensure that only subscribers can access such streams, the service presumably would maintain subscriber accounts and have mechanisms to authenticate subscribers desiring to access the streams (e.g., user log-in procedures). If the service used a proprietary player – a kind of software on the user’s computer to access the streams – the authentication process between the player and the service’s servers could be viewed as a TPM controlling access to the player. However, nobody would think that shutting down the service is a TPM controlling access to the player, or view recreating streams of programming from the service’s library as an issue to be solved by circumventing some TPMs. The same is true of online video games when the proposal is not to defeat a server-based authentication mechanism, but to recreate expressive elements of the game service “to conduct online gameplay.”

This distinction is grounded firmly in the Register’s 2015 Recommendation. There the Register observed that:

The ability to engage in online multiplayer play is a functionality that extends beyond the game or TPM itself. . . . [M]atchmaking functionality involves not just the operation of a TPM, but also the
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73 MADE Comments at 6-7.
service of connecting one player to other players over the internet (as well as sometimes providing downloadable content, leaderboards, badges, chat, and other social features). If a matchmaking service is discontinued, the loss of online multiplayer play through that service is not caused by the TPM; circumventing the TPM cannot restore the service. What proponents in fact seek to do is circumvent for the purpose of implementing a new external service, which is somewhat different than accessing the game itself.\footnote{Register’s 2015 Recommendation at 345 (emphasis in original) (footnote omitted).}

The proponents’ request to expand the existing exemption to online video games is a request to implement a new external service. The Register rejected such a request in 2015, and the same result should follow in this proceeding.

\textbf{ii. Video game companies routinely preserve their games themselves.}

MADE claims that “despite their ever-growing cultural importance, online video games continue to turn into digital dust when their copyright owners cease to provide access to an external server necessary for the game to function.”\footnote{MADE Comments at 2 (footnote omitted).} This claim, which conflates public access to online gameplay with preservation, is unsupported and inaccurate. Video game companies have strong economic motivations to preserve their video games assets themselves. Like other copyright owners of valuable entertainment content, they do \textit{not} routinely discard works that in many cases they paid millions of dollars to create. And like other copyright owners of valuable entertainment content, video game companies increasingly reissue works from or based on their back catalogs.

To the extent that the proponents’ comments concretely address preservation, rather than discontinuation, the comments demonstrate that game companies \textit{do} preserve their assets. MADE addresses at length its efforts to preserve the game \textit{Habitat}, but those efforts were undertaken with the cooperation of the copyright owner, which provided “working copies of both the game client software and the server.”\footnote{Id. at 12.} Thus, in that case, the software for which MADE seeks an exemption was preserved – apparently for decades – by the creators of the game. The software that MADE was not able to get from the rightsholder was “the network server software that sat between \textit{Habitat} and the player” and “handled billing and sign-on.”\footnote{Id. at A-2.} That software was proprietary to the dial-up network through which the game service was originally provided.\footnote{Id.} Such third party software was not integral to the video game, does not seem to have been part of the video game company’s copyrighted work, and does not appear to be within the class of works addressed by Class 8 (“Video games in the form of computer programs”). Thus, MADE
seeks an exemption solely directed to preservation of software that it concedes was preserved and made available by the video game company in the case of Habitat.79

Rather than a lack of preservation, discontinuation is evidence of nothing more than the normal business judgments that copyright owners make about how to commercialize the works in their catalogs. Under Section 106, decisions concerning when to discontinue and reissue copyrighted works in their catalogs generally lie with the copyright owner. Exercising this exclusive right is not at odds with preservation and is consistent with longstanding practices concerning the commercialization of other types of copyrighted works. For example, re-release cycles have long been common in the markets for motion pictures, television programming and sound recordings. In those markets, as in the market for video games, choosing to suspend commercialization of a work is a business judgment that copyright owners sometimes make. Video game companies make such judgments based on a number of factors, which may include the desire to drive demand for successor games in a franchise, or the desire to give a title a rest until nostalgia would help support renewed demand. In the case of online game services, this is no different from a situation in which a cable television service runs a particular series for a while and then stops running it (at least for a while).

Like other types of valuable creative works, video games regularly are reintroduced or reimagined. In fact, there is a vibrant and growing market for “retro” games, which game companies are motivated to serve. As just a few examples:

- Blizzard recently announced that it would reissue and re-launch server support for an early version of the game *World of Warcraft.*80

- Microsoft has made a substantial (458) and growing number of older titles available to the public by offering backwards-compatibility, as well as digital download, through its Xbox One console.81

- Atari has released games from its back catalog through a number of platforms.82

- Nintendo has released classic versions of its original NES and SNES consoles, which come loaded with 30 and 21 classic games (respectively).83

79 MADE asserts that many games are orphan works, but provides no concrete evidence to substantiate that. *See id.* at 29. Over a sufficiently long period of time, some games may become orphan works, but that period is much longer than six months after discontinuation of server support, and it seems highly unlikely that the major games that have the most cultural impact and feature prominently in the proponents’ comments will be orphaned.


• Nintendo also has recently announced that consumers who subscribe to Nintendo Switch Online, to be released in September 2018, will receive access to “a compilation of classic titles with added online play.”

• Last year, Activision released a remastered trilogy of games from the Crash Bandicoot series, originally introduced between 1996 and 1998.

• Activision has also released a remastered version of the incredibly popular game Call of Duty: Modern Warfare, offering a single player campaign mode as well as a local multiplayer mode.

• In January 2018, BBG Entertainment and Retro Games announced the re-release of the original version of Boulder Dash from 1984, which has been available as a mobile game, and will now come pre-installed on the THEC64 Mini (a modern take on a classic home computer system from 1982, now designed to work with modern HD televisions).

• In February 2018, Sony released a remastered edition of Shadow of the Colossus, which was originally introduced in 2005 and “is widely regarded as one of the great games of all time.”

Mobile applications make it even easier for a video game company to re-release games from its back catalog. Video game publishers – including Atari, Sega, Capcom, and others – have re-released a substantial number of older titles in the form of mobile apps.

Video game companies do have the prerogative to stop making commercial use of a particular game. However, if companies elect to do so, they may help ensure the video game remains playable, as by releasing the code necessary to allow third parties to sustain online company continues to uncover beloved franchise games for retro consoles further illustrates that video game developers have ample motivation to preserve their back catalog.
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84 Nintendo Switch, Online Service (last visited Feb. 8, 2018), https://www.nintendo.com/switch/online-service/.
gameplay. For example, in December 2017, Ubisoft released the code required to operate the multiplayer online server for the game World in Conflict (originally released in 2007 and preserved by Ubisoft for the decade thereafter).93

The prevalence of reissues of older games belies any claim that game companies lack incentive to preserve older titles. In fact, MADE’s comments and the many examples of reissues demonstrate clearly that game companies routinely preserve the games in their back catalogs.

iii. Cooperative efforts by ESA members and public institutions result in vastly more preservation than is likely to be accomplished through the additional circumvention addressed by the expanded exemption.

ESA and individual game companies are engaging in external preservation efforts that involve collaboration with a range of public institutions that adhere to high professional standards, are accustomed to working with scholars, and have the resources and expertise to ensure secure, long-term retention of video game artifacts for purposes of future scholarship. Most notably, ESA recently entered into a gift agreement with the Library of Congress, which is actively focused on preservation of software, including video games.94 Pursuant to the agreement, ESA donated a collection of materials estimated to include approximately 2,500 video games from several of its members, which included original video game cartridges, discs, and consoles. ESA is also supporting the Smithsonian’s preservation efforts, including assistance to its Lemelson Center, which in 2016 announced an initiative to preserve materials related to historically significant games and to record oral-histories with those who helped create them.95 The project will involve collecting, preserving, and interpreting artifacts and documents, including source code, related to early video games.96 ESA has likewise worked with the Smithsonian American Art Museum on exhibitions exploring the evolution of video games as an artistic medium and showcasing the work of independent video game creators.97

Significant preservation efforts are also being undertaken at other large and reputable institutions with the professional staff and facilities necessary for archival storage of important materials over the long term. Organizations like the Strong National Museum of Play have compiled enormous collections of video games, consoles, and other materials, like game packaging, game-related publications, and game-related consumer products. The Strong’s International Center for the History of Electronic Games alone has a collection of more than
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96 Id.
97 The Art of Video Games, Smithsonian American Art Museum (2012), http://www.americanart.si.edu/exhibitions/archive/2012/games/; See also, n.29, supra (discussing other video game-related activities at the Smithsonian American Art Museum).
60,000 items. As a further example, MADE acknowledges that copyright owners have assisted with its preservation efforts.98

These preservation efforts belie proponents’ asserted need for an expanded exemption. The fact is that the most significant game titles are being preserved for legitimate scholarly use by public institutions that target scholarly use, often in cooperation with game companies. Even without heroic efforts to replicate discontinued game services, these efforts will in many cases ensure that future scholars can experience culturally significant contemporary games, because many such games allow for either local multiplayer or single player gameplay.99 By contrast, allowing unilateral circumvention in the name of preservation would add little or nothing to these preservation efforts because, as the proponents’ effort to restore the game Habitat shows, what they would like to accomplish is impracticable except with the cooperation of video game companies.100

iv. The existing exemption sufficiently enables preservation for scholarly purposes.

In 2015, the Register found that the existing exemption would be sufficient to facilitate preservation, which she then understood as an attempt to archive individual video games “and make them available for research and study.”101 In so finding, the Register rejected efforts by the then-proponents to blur the line between preservation and play:

The Register also narrows her consideration of fair use to reproductions and modifications of video game and console software made for the purpose of preserving games in playable condition to enable research and study. Although proponents also seek the ability to modify video games and consoles so they can be exhibited to the public in playable form – undoubtedly an appealing prospect for many – it is important to recognize that these additional uses also implicate the exclusive section 106 rights of public performance and display.102
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98 MADE Comments at 12 (describing how rightsholders assisted in preserving Habitat).
99 This is true for console games, and even more true for mobile games and PC games. See, e.g., http://www.pcgamer.com/local-multiplayer-games/.
100 See MADE Comments at 12 (discussing creator cooperation required to restore Habitat).
101 Register’s 2015 Recommendation at 322 (drawing on proponents’ definition of preservation); see also id. at 322 n.2182 (quoting proponents of exemption for preservationists as “asserting that ‘the goal of preservation is to preserve every aspect of the original experience of playing a game, to provide really the maximum amount of data and experiential data for the future, whether that is a museum exhibit for academics or whatever use coming down the road.’” (emphasis added)); id. at 327 (summarizing proponents position that loss of online multiplayer gameplay adversely affects preservationists by “thwart[ing] . . . their efforts to preserve video games and make them available for study.”).
102 Id. at 342. Although she did not express an opinion on whether exhibition of preserved games constitutes a fair use, the Register observed that “[t]here is no express exception in the Copyright Act that would appear to address the performance aspects of the exhibition uses at issue here.” Id. at 343. Proponents do not propose expanding or provide any evidence in support of expanding the Register’s definition of preservation to include exhibitions of preserved materials.
In this proceeding, the proponents request only that the Register expand the existing exemption as applied to preservation. However, evidence suggests that the proponents may not use the term “preservation” as the Register used that term in her 2015 Recommendation (and as it is properly understood in copyright law generally). For example, there is abundant evidence that the proponents again wish to blur the line between preservation and play. To the extent the proponents take this more expansive view of the term preservation, it should be rejected. Nothing in the current record supports a departure from the Register’s 2015 finding that preservation is properly construed as limited to maintaining games “to enable research and study.” In evaluating whether it is necessary to expand the existing exemption to permit the additional uses that proponents contemplate, the critical question is whether legitimate preservation for scholarly purposes requires an exemption broader than what the Register found appropriate in 2015.

In 2015, the Register considered and rejected some of the same arguments proponents press here, and particularly that an exemption is necessary to restore online multiplayer gameplay. The Register explained that preservationists do not need to replicate online multiplayer gameplay “if the objective is preservation of the game in playable form for future research and study.” This, the Register said, was right for at least two reasons:

First, as explained above, section 108 suggests that preservation activities are properly limited to on-site uses, and multiplayer play over the internet would violate that principle. Moreover, the objective of permitting researchers to experience multiplayer play would appear satisfied by the alternatives to circumvention put forward by opponents, namely, by connecting multiple controllers to a single device or using local networking capabilities.

On these grounds, and others described below, proponents’ request to broaden the existing exemption to cover online multiplayer play should again be rejected.

The Register’s conclusion that, under Section 108, preservation is properly limited to on-site uses, and should not be extended to online multiplayer gameplay, requires rejection of the proponents’ request to extend the current exemption to online multiplayer games. While it is theoretically possible to construct an online multiplayer ecosystem accessible only by scholars

103 NPRM, 82 Fed. Reg. at 49,561. The initial and primary proponent of the proposed expansion states that it does not seek any modifications of the existing exemption as applied to personal play apart from a museum setting. MADE Comments at 1.

104 See infra at Part E.1.iv; see also infra Part E.2.i.b.

105 Register’s 2015 Recommendation at 342.

106 Id. at 346.

107 Id. at 346-47.

108 Importantly, this conclusion also forecloses two additional elements of the proposed expansion that proponents press: (1) that the Register permit eligible preservationists to distribute video games to affiliates outside of the physical premises of the relevant institution; and (2) that the Register permit eligible preservationists to enlist affiliates, who may work off-site under the proposed definition. MADE Comments at 6-7 (modifying Section 201.40(b)(8)(i)(B)).
within the confines of an eligible institution, like the Library of Congress, proponents have shown no inclination to so limit their activities.\footnote{See Exhibit A (illustrating that MADE’s primary emphasis is on facilitating recreational play within the confines of its facility).}

Likewise, the Register’s conclusion that the existing exemption is sufficient to enable preservation remains valid for the coming triennial period. When a game company discontinues server support for an online game, marketplace alternatives enable proponents to preserve the game for scholarly pursuits without circumventing access controls. Across the full range of games in the marketplace, in many instances, games for which there is no external server support can still be played through single-player modes. Moreover, many games can also be played in multiplayer mode through local area networks\footnote{As the Register has observed, a local area network connects different devices “in a localized area, such as a home, office, or school, whereas a wide area network, such as the internet, connects computers running at distant locations.” Register’s 2015 Recommendation at 333.} or by plugging multiple controllers into a single console.\footnote{Id. at 345. Proponents claim that “nearly ‘every multiplayer game on the market requires a constant connection to the home servers’ for multiplayer features.” MADE Comments at 10 (citation and alteration omitted). Proponents offer no meaningful evidence in support of this claim, which flatly contradicts a finding the Register made just three years ago. Instead, proponents rely on a single unsubstantiated assertion. This is insufficient and, in any event, fails to account for the body of games most relevant to the proposed exemption: games that are no longer available on the market.} This is particularly true with respect to the older, discontinued games that are the focus of preservation activities. The proponents fail to explain why alternatives to online multiplayer gameplay are insufficient to preserve games for “research and study.”\footnote{Although massive multiplayer online games and multiplayer online battle arena games may not be available in single-player or local multiplayer mode, proponents make no showing that this precludes serious research and study, an evidentiary deficiency further discussed below.} Given the availability of adequate alternatives to multiplayer gameplay, proponents have not met their burden of demonstrating that the proposed expansion is required.\footnote{See, e.g., Register’s 2015 Recommendation at 351 (rejecting proposed exemption for online multiplayer gameplay for several reasons including, among others, that local multiplayer gameplay provided suitable alternative to online multiplayer gameplay); Exemption to Prohibition on Circumvention of Copyright Protection Systems for Access Control Technologies, 77 Fed. Reg. 65,260, 65,274 (Oct. 26, 2012) (“2012 Final Rule”) (rejecting proposed exemption for jailbreaking video game consoles for several reasons including, among others, that “alternative devices” could be used for proponents’ stated purpose); Exemption to Prohibition on Circumvention of Copyright Protection Systems for Access Control Technologies, 75 Fed. Reg. 43,825, 43,834 (July 27, 2010) (rejecting exemption for DRM-protected streaming video based on finding of sufficient alternatives, including DVD player); Exemption to Prohibition on Circumvention of Copyright Protection Systems for Access Control Technologies, 71 Fed. Reg. 68,472, 68,478 (Nov. 27, 2006) (rejecting proposed exemption for circumventing TPMs on certain DVDs based on availability of alternatives).}

Even in the case of games where multiplayer gameplay is not available from preserved copies of distributed games, claims that serious video game scholarship often requires playing discontinued online games in a simulation of their original environment should be viewed with considerable skepticism. Video game research is flourishing, with various whole journals devoted to the topic, and research occurring across many academic disciplines. The proponents’ claims that future such research as to online games depends on preservation that is being materially impeded depends on at least two propositions: (1) that the kinds of serious scholarly research that might contribute to fundamental knowledge concerning video games focuses (and is likely to focus) to a material extent on historical games rather than relatively current ones, and
(2) such research would be materially advanced by scholars’ being able to have a personal gameplay experience in their own time (albeit in a simulated environment), rather than merely studying video games and related materials as historical artifacts. These propositions are far from obvious, and in any event have not been proven by the proponents.

Even if a particular research project focused on historical use of video games, a scholar’s personal gameplay experience in a simulated environment may not be “that useful to the researcher; it may not be the most useful way to understand historical software in execution,” given the many ways that a community of gamers might interact with other players or the game environment.114 Perhaps that is why the proponents seem more focused on play by individual gamers, rather than scholars. For purposes of genuine scholarship, public institutions are currently preserving large numbers of important games, together with related artifacts that may be as important as the games themselves for purposes of understanding games in context at a time decades in the future. Such scholarship does not clearly require more.

That is probably a good thing, because as MADE acknowledges, recreating an online game experience requires a significant effort that makes doing it on a large scale unrealistic. MADE states that it can only “work towards preserving and resurrecting about one to two games at a time, with average return completion around 4 years.”115 Even then, the record demonstrates that cooperation from copyright owners may be a necessity, and may very well be obtainable. For example, in working to restore Habitat, MADE sought and obtained assistance from both the copyright owner and the game’s original developers.116 Thus, cooperation is an important and viable alternative to circumvention for purposes of recreating online games, and a broadened exemption would do little to mitigate the difficulty of restoring discontinued game services.

As the Register concluded in 2015, the existence of alternatives to restoration of online gameplay render the existing exemption sufficient to support preservation for scholarly purposes.

* * *

The above factors, taken together, render de minimis any adverse effect on preservation caused by Section 1201 as modified by the current exemption, if there is any such effect at all. In light of the significant preservation activities already happening and the opportunities for preservation that are permitted by the current exemption, there is no reason to believe that maintaining the status quo will have a meaningful adverse effect. For these reasons, and those

114 See Henry Lowood, The Lures of Software Preservation, in Toward a National Strategy for Software Preservation 4, 9 (Library of Congress Oct. 2013), http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/multimedia/documents/PreservingEXE_report_final101813.pdf; id. at 7-8 (“With interactive software, significance appears to be variable and contextual, as one would expect from a medium in which content is expressed through a mixture of design and play, procedurality and emergence.”).
115 MADE Comments at A-4 (emphasis added).
116 See, e.g., id. at A-1 (describing assistance received from original authors of relevant game, as well as help from other game developers). Notably, when seeking the initial exemption in 2015, proponents conceded that they would require developer assistance in order to preserve games predicated on persistent worlds. Register’s 2015 Recommendation at 323 (citing supplemental comments conceding that “[p]ersistent worlds require ‘robust servers designed to host hundreds, if not thousands of simultaneous players,’ and cannot generally be re-created after a shutdown without the cooperation of the game’s developer.” (quotation marks omitted) (quoting EFF/Albert)).
laid out in the Register’s 2015 Recommendation, the proposed expansion of the existing exemption should be rejected.

2. The proponents propose broadening the preservation exemption in ways that would enable and promote infringement.

The Register should not recommend expanding the video game preservation exemption as proposed in Class 8 because the case for it is based on uses that are (at least in significant respects) infringing and granting it will promote further infringement. It is the proponents’ burden to show “that uses affected by the prohibition on circumvention are or are likely to be noninfringing.”117 Demonstrating that the use “might plausibly be considered noninfringing” is insufficient.118 Indeed, the Register has consistently emphasized that “there is no ‘rule of doubt’ favoring an exemption when it is unclear that a particular use is a fair or otherwise noninfringing use.”119 The proponents have failed to meet their burden that the proposed expansion is focused on noninfringing use.

Given the decision the Register has already made to recommend continuation of the current video game exemption,120 analysis at this stage of the proceeding must focus on the additional uses that have been proposed by the proponents of a broadened video game exemption. The Office made that principle plain in the NPRM.121 And the reason for that pronouncement is equally plain: a perceived need for circumvention to enable noninfringing use that is adequately addressed by an existing exemption could not possibly justify a broader exemption. While giving lip service to this point,122 the proponents assert that their proposed broadening of the exemption is noninfringing based significantly on arguments concerning preservation in general, not the specific additional actions that the broadened exemption would enable.123

A proper analysis of whether additional activities proposed to be included in an exemption are noninfringing must logically begin by identifying what the further activities are. Here, there are three categories of activities that the proponents propose to add to the video game preservation exemption: (1) circumvention of TPMs used to control access to video game software (apparently both local and server-based game software) when gameplay requires access to content stored on a computer server that has not previously been distributed to the user;124 (2) circumvention of TPMs used to control access to video game software when a server interaction is necessary for online gameplay, rather than just local gameplay;125 and
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118 Register’s 2015 Recommendation at 15.
119 Id. at 15.
120 NPRM, 82 Fed. Reg. at 49,555-56.
121 Id. at 49,558 (“In cases where a class proposes to expand an existing exemption, commenters should focus their comments on the legal and evidentiary bases for modifying the exemption, rather than the underlying exemption.”).
122 E.g., MADE Comments at 6.
123 E.g., id. at 13-24.
124 E.g., id. at 7 (proposing to add to the definition of “complete games” games that require access to game content stored on a server).
125 E.g., id. at 6 (proposing to add to the current exemption the words “or to conduct online gameplay”).
(3) circumvention of TPMs used to control access to video game software to allow preservation of video game software by “affiliates” of qualifying organizations.\textsuperscript{126}

The proponents characterize these as “slight modifications” to the existing exemption.\textsuperscript{127} However they are nothing of the sort. The proponents request permission to engage in forms of circumvention that will enable the complete recreation of a hosted video game-service environment and make the video game available for play by a public audience. Worse yet, proponents seek permission to deputize a legion of “affiliates” to assist in their activities. If a cable TV network decided to discontinue the service of providing a particular channel, nobody would think that it was noninfringing for libraries and fans across the country to band together to reproduce copies of the shows, motion pictures, and interstitial matter formerly aired on the channel and recreate for a public audience the experience of watching the channel as such; yet that’s effectively what is being proposed here.

Proponents argue that these additional activities are consonant with Section 108 and qualify as fair uses. However, that is not correct – certainly as to the full scope of activities that each such expansion would add to the exemption. And these activities would enable other infringement that is not necessarily the object of the proposed expansion, but would certainly result from the expansion if granted. Accordingly, the proponents have not satisfied their burden and the proposal should be rejected.

i. The additional uses will involve or enable infringement.

The proponents argue at length that what they propose to do with the broadened exemption is noninfringing because it is consistent with the spirit of Section 108 and is a fair use. However, the proponents’ analysis is incomplete, because they never identify and address the specific acts to which they would like those defenses to apply. One cannot apply Section 108 or the fair use doctrine without knowing the specific kinds of infringing acts to which one is supposed to be applying them. ESA’s infringement analysis begins with that foundational step.

a. Copying software and video game elements that have not been lawfully distributed to the organization is infringing.

A critical feature of the current exemption is that the circumventing organization must have lawfully acquired a copy of a complete video game in a physical or download format.\textsuperscript{128} The proponents propose rewriting the definition of “complete games” to include therein what would more accurately be thought of as incomplete games – games where play requires access to content stored on a computer server that has not previously been distributed to the user. Thus, while the organization may lawfully possess what MADE characterizes as “much of the game’s copyrightable material,”\textsuperscript{129} the organization does not lawfully possess all of it. Specifically, the organization does not possess a lawful copy of the server software or of any individual game elements that reside on the server and have not been distributed to the organization. Such

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{126} E.g., \textit{id.} at 7 (proposing to add references to preservation by affiliates).
\item \textsuperscript{127} \textit{id.} at 2-3, 35.
\item \textsuperscript{128} 37 C.F.R. § 201.40(b)(8)(i).
\item \textsuperscript{129} MADE Comments at 9.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
elements may include items such as downloadable content (sometimes separately priced for in-game purchase), leaderboards, badges, and other graphic elements.130

The proponents’ professed goals of restoring “online games to full functionality”131 and maintaining them “in playable form”132 admittedly require that the organization “copy or modify” what the proponents minimize as “functional elements” of the video game software, as well as “expressive elements that are intertwined with a game’s functionality – e.g., modifying graphics that were once stored on the original game server.”133 Achieving the proponents’ goals of ensuring playability in the long term would require that these new, unauthorized copies be permanent copies.

Thus, analysis of whether the proponents propose to engage in noninfringing activities must begin by recognizing that they admittedly hope to reproduce and prepare derivative works of software and game elements that are part of the overall copyrighted video game and that have not been lawfully distributed to the eligible organization that wishes to recreate the online video game. That is *prima facie* a violation of Section 106(1) and (2). This may be why, in the 2015 proceeding, the Register found “exclud[ing] uses that require access to or copying of copyrightable content stored or previously stored on developer game servers” to be an “important limitation.”134

Infringement concerns associated with replicating game elements stored on external services are broader than the proponents suggest. Game server software for an online video game is not merely an authentication mechanism, as was the case with respect to local gameplay by the current exemption. Game server software is used to provide a service that is the essence of the overall expressive online game experience. As the proponents admit, it is the server software that determines how players interact with each other and their environment in different circumstances.135 Such software is not purely “functional,” and is instead (or as well) the embodiment of the core expressive aspects of the game experience. Video game developers make creative choices in determining how players interact with each other and their environment, and those are embodied in the server software. Tweaking the server software controlling those interactions (something that video game developers sometimes do) can materially affect the game experience and gameplay. Copying that software – either directly or by writing new software to approximate the interactions embodied in the original software – to replicate the game service previously provided by the copyright owner is copying expressive elements of the video game.136

The proponents try to minimize the significance of this activity by describing what they would like to do as “reverse engineering.”137 However, as the Register noted in 2015, the
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reverse engineering that courts have permitted is temporary one-time copying of copyrighted software to learn the unprotected ideas expressed therein, as an intermediate step in creating new noninfringing software. Here, the proposal is to copy the software controlling expressive aspects of the game experience, such as how players interact with each other and their environment, and then to run that copied software in the long term to provide a substitute game service. Even if that copying is not direct and mechanical, copyright nonetheless protects against non-literal copying of the expressive aspects of software. That is not excused by Section 102(b) as the proponents suggest. What is proposed here is infringing unless covered by Section 108 or fair use (which it is not, for the reasons discussed below).

b. Enabling online gameplay implies additional infringing activity.

The proponents’ proposal to allow circumvention of TPMs used to control access to game software when a server interaction is necessary for online gameplay, rather than just local gameplay, will extend the reach of the exemption to a broader set of video games. The proposal also implies a broader range of infringing activity as to the online video games involved.

First, as described above, the proponents propose to copy – either directly or by reverse engineering and approximation – expressive elements of game server software that were not licensed or delivered to the organization involved. And because online gameplay requires server interactions, they then propose to run an unauthorized copy of the server software in the long term. It is well established that running an unauthorized copy of computer software implicates the exclusive rights of the copyright owner.

Second, enabling online gameplay often would require modifying local game software to interact with the (infringing) game server software on a substitute server. Proponents fail to explain how the expanded exemption can be implemented without creating derivative works of local game software to connect and interoperate with a new game server, and creation of such derivative works implicates the rights of copyright owners.

Finally, and most importantly, the proposal to enable online gameplay highlights that the proponents’ real goal is to allow a public audience – and not just serious scholars – to play online video games. In 2015, the Register focused her analysis on “reproductions and modifications of video game and console software made for the purpose of preserving games in playable condition to enable research and study.” The Register specifically noted that “exhibit[ion] to the public in playable form . . . implicate[s] the exclusive section 106 rights of public performance and display.” She thus found “[t]he performance and display of a video game for visitors in a public space [to be] a markedly different activity than efforts to preserve or study the
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game in a dedicated archival or research setting.”144 For that reason, she specifically excluded from the current exemption “exhibition activities involving public performance or display.”145

There is abundant evidence that when the proponents desire to enable play of online video games, their vision is not to allow a university faculty member and her graduate student to play an online game from a reading room populated by scholars. They appear interested in allowing the public to play video games. This is obvious from MADE’s description of the effort involved in restoring the video game Habitat, which MADE describes as “a four-year project which took thousands of person-hours.”146 MADE did not go through that process solely because of the abstract possibility that someday, some scholar might wish to study Habitat. MADE undertook this process because “the gaming community and game development community wanted to see Habitat returned.”147 Indeed, “[a]s of now, neohabitat.org is live,148 and hosting a free Habitat server for players around the globe.”149

MADE’s goal of enabling public gameplay, rather than preservation for serious scholarly purposes, is further clear from MADE’s website, selected pages from which are reproduced in Exhibit A. MADE is an “all-playable video game museum” that is “open to the public.” Visitors are invited to pay $10 “to play games all day.”150 As can be seen from the photographs in Exhibit A, its “museum” is like a clubhouse where people gather to play games. Indeed, MADE’s founder has long acknowledged that the organization aspires to allow members of the public to play games in its facility,151 and a commenter who volunteers at MADE admits that it “provide[s] a place for people to play games as a community, creating a positive recreation space for all kinds of people.”152 While MADE may offer educational exhibits and other programs that have merit, and perhaps it has even produced some serious scholarship (although there is no evidence of that in MADE’s initial comments), it must be recognized that MADE is primarily a venue for the public to play video games.153 MADE clearly engages in acts that implicate the rights of copyright owners by performing or displaying games “at a place open to the public or at [a] place where a substantial number of persons outside of a normal circle of a family and its social acquaintances is gathered.”154
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The intentions of other proponents are equally clear:

- Consumers Union wants “to enable consumers to access the software changes in order to continue playing the games.”

- Imran Akhtar explains that “there [is] a big community out there who really wants [a certain game] to be brought back from ashes.”

- Michael Dobbs “would love to one day take my children on a digital tour of the games of my childhood.”

- John Dolph would like a particular game to “be playable for fans.”

- Brendan Giddens “believe[s] that the gaming community should not be blocked in recreating the servers for private or non-profit use.” He even acknowledges the possibility of charging a fee for such use.

- Elijah Smith explains that “getting the opportunity to replay games from my youth, and share them with my child – are a source of joy for me.”

It bears emphasis that in this proceeding, public performance and display of online games is not just a possibility that can be ignored while plausibly creating an exemption directed toward serious scholarship. Circumvention of access controls to permit play of purely local video games is not a herculean task; it potentially could be undertaken in anticipation of future scholarship without the lure of public performance and display (even if that is not really what is happening at MADE). Restoration of discontinued online video games is a very different thing. Public performance and display of restored online games cannot be ignored because it is the primary reason anyone would consider the massive investment required to restore an online video game. The proposal to enable online gameplay must be understood as fundamentally being a proposal to render public performances and displays of online video games.

If such access were made widely available, it may encourage further infringement of local game software as well. Authorized game servers are designed to work only with legitimate client software. In effect, the legitimate client software and client-server protocol function as a TPM controlling access to the legitimate server. However, the proposed exemption does not require that someone recreating a game server build into it the access controls that were in the original. Thus, if access to the server were not limited to the eligible organization’s reading room, it seems probable that infringing copies of local game software could be used with the substitute server. In this way, creation of substitute servers could drive infringement of the client software for discontinued games.

c. Permitting preservation by affiliates will involve and lead to additional infringing activity.

The proponents propose expanding the video game preservation exemption to allow not only circumvention for purposes of preservation by an eligible library, archive or museum, but

\footnote{155 Consumers Union Comments at 3.}
also preservation by an “affiliate” of such an organization. MADE’s proposed regulatory language states that the affiliate should be “engaged in the lawful preservation of video games under the supervision of an eligible library, archives, or museum.”

However, while the concept of affiliates might sound benign, it is amorphous. MADE clearly expects that affiliates will be working off-site at geographically distributed locations. Toward that end, MADE suggests that eligible organizations be permitted to distribute video games outside of their physical premises, if not “to the public.” However, a sufficiently large and open group of affiliates would constitute the public, meaning that the proposal to distribute video games to affiliates implicates Section 106(3).

The proponents have not described how an eligible organization could possibly provide effective supervision of individuals in remote locations with whom it may have contact only online. It is not hard to imagine an organization opening up “affiliation” to anyone who volunteers through completion of an online form, without any meaningful verification of the affiliates’ identities or intentions. As a practical matter, it should be assumed that any individual who wants to claim the benefit of the exemption could affiliate with some eligible organization and operate without any meaningful supervision.

And while MADE may have the best of intentions for using affiliates, the American Library Association estimates that there are approximately 120,000 libraries in the U.S., and the Institute of Museum and Library Services maintains a list of over 30,000 museums in the U.S. One would not expect all of them to engage in video game preservation, but they would all potentially be eligible for the proposed exemption. That means that if the proposed exemption were adopted, potentially thousands of organizations could deputize vast numbers of “affiliates” to circumvent TPMs and distribute copies of video games to them without authorization.

It is reasonable to expect that, if this proposal were adopted, affiliates would be gamers who want to play video games. This concern is particularly acute because in 2015, the proponents of what is now the existing exemption acknowledged that there is not a “strong line of demarcation” between preservationists and individuals who want to continue playing video games. The point is reinforced by the individual comments in this proceeding, which support the broadening of the exemption based on the potential for gameplay. While some organizations may be capable and responsible enough to genuinely supervise a handful of carefully-selected affiliates, others will likely lack the capacity to effectively police affiliates that may wish to take advantage of their privileged position to engage in or facilitate infringing activity. Proponents fail to explain how they would cabin affiliate use of circumvention devices
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and copyrighted works accessed through circumvention to prevent widespread online gameplay and infringement of works accessed through circumvention.

Indeed, the proposal would allow organizations to create online repositories that house tools for facilitating circumvention, as well as a substantial number of video games undergoing “restoration.” It would also allow organizations to provide tools for circumvention and video games under restoration to a large and poorly supervised group of “affiliates.” This is just the kind of risk that the Register sought to avoid in 2015, when she recommended that “any digital copies or adaptations of the video games or console software created by the institution as a result of preservation efforts must not be distributed or otherwise made accessible beyond the physical premises of the institution”\(^\text{162}\)

Proponents read the Section 108 Study Group Report to support their proposal regarding affiliate archivists.\(^\text{163}\) However, the proponents are mistaken. The Section 108 Study Group report does not in any way suggest that libraries or archives should be permitted to rely on a broad and dispersed assemblage of poorly-supervised volunteers to assist with preservation activities. Rather, it recommended permitting these institutions to authorize outside contractors to perform “at least some” activities permitted under Section 108 on its behalf.\(^\text{164}\)

The Section 108 Study Group report did not stop there. It recommended that institutions be obligated to impose certain conditions on outside contractors through a formal contract, including that outside contractors be prohibited from receiving benefits other than direct compensation for services, that outside contractors be prohibited in all but a narrow range of circumstances from retaining copies of material for their own purposes, and that outside contractors be prohibited from using materials for any purpose other than the Section 108-excepted activity.\(^\text{165}\) Additionally the Section 108 Study Group suggested “that a written agreement between the library or archives and the contractor preserve a meaningful ability on the part of the rights holder to obtain redress from the contractor for infringement by the contractor.”\(^\text{166}\)

Nothing in the proposed exemption comes remotely close to providing protections commensurate with those discussed in the Section 108 Study Group report. Whether the Study Group’s suggested protections ultimately would be sufficient to protect copyright owners from the risks posed by outsourcing preservation activities is uncertain. But the proponents’ failure to

\(^{162}\) Register’s 2015 Recommendation at 352 (emphasis added).

\(^{163}\) MADE Comments at 5, 24.


\(^{165}\) Id. at 41.

\(^{166}\) Id. at 41. Although the members did not agree on how to accomplish this, proposals included making the library or archive “jointly and severally liable for any infringing activities by the contractor or through its negligence[,]” requiring that the contractor “agree to nationwide personal jurisdiction” in order to allow a rights holder “to sue in its home jurisdiction” and avoid having to chase a contractor, and requiring that the contractor “agree to injunctive relief without bonding and other legal requirements[,]” as well as a “provision that rights holders are third party beneficiaries.” Id. at 41-42.
even approximate comparable protections underscores the very considerable threat posed by their proposal, as well as the indisputable basis for rejecting it as likely to promote infringement.

ii. Proponents acknowledge that the additional uses are outside the scope of Section 108.

The idea of Section 108 figured prominently in the Register’s 2015 decision to grant the existing game-preservation exemption, but she was clear that Section 108 “does not address the full range of preservation-related activities advocated by proponents.” The proponents of broadening the exemption in this proceeding likewise exalt the spirit of Section 108 over its actual provisions. Ultimately they concede, as they must, that Section 108 is “inadequate to address institutional needs in relation to digital works.”

Given that concession, it is unnecessary to belabor the point, but to be clear, Section 108 does not exempt the additional unauthorized copying that a broadened exemption would allow or promote. For example, Section 108 does not cover the acquisition by an organization of an unauthorized copy of game server software or server-hosted game elements that have not been distributed to the organization, because those works are not “currently in the collections of the library or archives.” Performance and display of online video games is not permitted under Section 108, because Section 108 “addresses only the rights of reproduction and distribution in the context of preservation-related activities, and does not authorize or except the public performance or display of copyrighted works,” except certain works not relevant here. Similarly, Section 108 does not permit distribution of copies to, or gameplay by, remote affiliates. Broadening the exemption would enable significant activities that implicate the rights of copyright owners and are not made noninfringing by Section 108.

iii. The additional uses are not fair use.

The fair use doctrine provides the proponents’ only theory for believing that the additional uses that would result from broadening of the exemption are not infringing. In 2015, the Register relied on Section 108 principles to find that a narrow set of preservation activities likely qualifies as fair use. However, the proposed exemption would remove from the current exemption important limitations that enabled that conclusion. Without those limitations, significant additional activities that would be permitted under the broadened exemption cannot be justified as a fair use.
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a. The purpose and character of the proponents’ proposed use weighs against fair use.

The first fair use factor requires consideration of “the purpose and character of the use.” The inquiry under this factor entails two considerations: whether the use is commercial and whether (and to what extent) the use is transformative. As explained above, the focus at this stage of the proceeding must be on the full range of additional uses that the proposed expansion will enable, and preserving online video games for serious scholarship is just a small part of the activity involved. Proponents seek to broaden the current exemption to cover acquisition of unauthorized copies of game server software and server-hosted game elements and public performance and display of online video games. It also is likely that a broadened exemption would result in distribution of video games to or by “affiliates” that are drawn from the public and not supervised to an extent that would make them agents of the relevant organization.

Commercial Use

Even if a library, archive or museum were the entity taking the additional actions that would be enabled by a broadened exemption, a significant part of those activities are commercial uses within the meaning of Section 107.

“[N]on-profit organizations enjoy no special immunity from determinations of copyright violation.” Moreover, “[d]irect economic benefit is not required to demonstrate commercial use.” Ultimately, “[t]he crux of the profit/nonprofit distinction is not whether the sole motive of the use is monetary gain but whether the user stands to profit from exploitation of the copyrighted material without paying the customary price.” Where nonprofit organizations engage in “repeated and exploitative copying of copyrighted works,” that use may be commercial “even if the copies are not offered for sale.”

These precedents establish that, so far as commercial use under Section 107 is concerned, what matters is the nature of the use involved, not the nature of the entity making the use, its tax status, or whether money changes hands. Here, even if the organization’s purpose were primarily preservation for purposes of serious scholarship (and that is clearly not the case with respect to MADE), that does not mean that the organization is entitled to acquire unauthorized copies of game server software and server-hosted game elements. Looking to Section 108 by analogy, that provision does not permit acquisition of works that are not already “in the
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collections of the library or archives.”\textsuperscript{180} And the Register limited the current exemption to cases where genuinely complete games were “lawfully acquired,”\textsuperscript{181} presumably because acquiring infringing copies of server software and game elements is a different matter entirely. It is a commercial use within the meaning of Section 107.

Public performance and display of online games within a museum likewise is a commercial use within the meaning of Section 107. MADE charges an admission fee – “$10 to play games all day.”\textsuperscript{182} Under the authority summarized above, public performance and display of copyrighted works to generate entrance fee revenue is a commercial use, even if undertaken by a nonprofit museum. Similarly, distribution, performance, and display of video games to remote affiliates for purposes of recreational gameplay, or unauthorized redistribution of copyrighted material by affiliates, should be viewed as a commercial activity even if no money changes hands.

\textit{Transformative Use}

The first factor also encompasses consideration of whether a use “merely supersed[e]s” the original work or is instead transformative, adding “something new, with a further purpose or different character, altering the first with new expression, meaning, or message.”\textsuperscript{183} “A use is considered transformative only where a defendant changes a plaintiff’s copyrighted work or uses the plaintiff’s copyrighted work in a different context such that the plaintiff’s work is transformed into a new creation.”\textsuperscript{184}

In 2015, the Register found “preservation of a video game in playable form for research and study” to be “favored purposes,” if not necessarily transformative ones.\textsuperscript{185} And ESA agrees that preservation, research, and study sometimes may qualify as fair uses. However, preservation of copies lawfully acquired by a library, archive or museum – in the sense that the Register understood preservation in 2015\textsuperscript{186} – is already addressed by the existing exemption. A significant part of the additional uses that the proposed expansion would enable are neither transformative nor favored.

Acquiring unauthorized copies of game server software and server-hosted game elements is not transformative. Even if these are copied through a laborious process of reverse engineering and approximation, the goal is to emerge with a copy that faithfully reproduces expressive elements of the original game experience. That introduces no new expression, meaning or message. It simply reproduces a work to enable the use for which it was originally created.

While the proponents might assert that the unauthorized copies are acquired for the purpose of preservation, the proponents do not contemplate acquiring those unauthorized copies

\textsuperscript{180} 17 U.S.C. § 108(b)(1).
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solely, or even primarily, for the purpose of preservation as that concept is expressed in Section 108 or was understood by the Register in 2015. Although the Register found it important to distinguish preservation from recreational play, the proponents want to make online video games playable for recreational purposes by a public audience that is far larger than the community of scholars studying video games. Indeed, MADE cites no specific example of serious scholarly work following from its preservation activities. To the contrary, it is clear from MADE’s website that at its museum, public recreational play predominates over serious scholarship. As the Register found in 2015, public performance and display of video games for purposes of recreational play is not transformative. That is as true for online video games as for the locally-hosted video games addressed by the Register in 2015. Similarly, distribution, performance, and display of video games to remote affiliates for purposes of recreational gameplay, or unauthorized redistribution of copyrighted material by affiliates, is by no means a transformative use.

b. The nature of video games disfavors fair use.

The second fair use factor requires consideration of “the nature of the copyrighted work.” Here, the focus is on the extent of expressive content contained within the work. Video games are creative works that are entitled to a relatively high degree of protection against unauthorized use. Indeed, the Register has stated that “video games are highly expressive and thus at the core of copyright’s protective purposes.” This finding might not counsel against fair use if proponents proposed copying only functional elements of video game software. However, the proposed broadening of the exemption is not nearly so limited. The proponents propose to copy game server software that controls expressive aspects of video games, as well as server-based game elements, and then publicly perform and display online video games, both within their facilities and to a remote group of affiliates. Accordingly, this factor weighs against fair use.

c. The amount and substantiality of the proponents’ contemplated use disfavors a finding of fair use.

The third fair use factor examines the “amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole.” This inquiry is concerned primarily with “the amount and substantiality of the original work used by the secondary user” and “whether the
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quantity of the material used was reasonable in relation to the purpose of the copying.” 196 “[T]he more of a copyrighted work that is taken, the less likely the use is to be fair.” 197

Here, the additional uses under the proposed broadening of the exemption involve durable copying and persistent public performance and display of large and important parts of video games. This is significantly different from what the Register envisioned in her 2015 Recommendation, where she found that circumventing the TPMs on a lawfully-acquired and locally-hosted complete game would require only modification of a small amount of game software for functional reasons, and possibly the reproduction of a complete, but temporary, copy of the game software to allow such modification. Even then, the Register found that the third factor disfavored fair use, although only slightly. 198

The broadened exemption at issue in this proceeding would involve a similar use, in this case modifying the local game software to communicate with a new server. But it would also involve much more significant and durable uses of copyrighted expression. The proponents propose to acquire unauthorized copies of game server software, including its expressive elements, along with server-hosted game elements. These copies would be permanent, because that is what is needed to enable online gameplay in perpetuity. And MADE acknowledges that “the portion copied may contain the ‘heart’ of the game.” 199 That concession is accurate, because online video games are unplayable without the server software that embodies the interactions among players and their environment. The proponents also contemplate persistent public performance and display of whole video games, over and over.

MADE recognizes that the copying it proposes to undertake is “substantial.” 200 However, it urges the Register to find that such substantial copying is a fair use because the copying is necessary to preservation. The problem is that the proponents do not propose to limit their use of the works involved to preservation as the Register has described it. It is unlikely that anyone, including proponents, would invest thousands of hours of labor over a period of years merely because a scholar someday may wish to study the game. To the contrary, it is likely that the institutions and volunteers involved want to enable recreational gameplay. That has to be viewed as the primary purpose of the copying. And that purpose cannot justify substantial copying, including the heart of a creative work. 201 Under these circumstances, the amount and substantiality factor plainly weighs against fair use. 202

d. The proponents’ contemplated use would harm the market for video games and therefore weighs against fair use.

The final fair use factor concerns “the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work.” 203 In 2015, the Register found the very limited copying
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necessary to allow circumvention by eligible organizations for purposes of preservation and research to present little risk to the market. However, analysis of this factor is very different for the broader scope of use proposed in this proceeding.

As an initial matter, game server software is an unpublished work. While it is used by the game provider to provide a game service, copies of that software are not distributed to the public. Acquisition of a copy of unpublished game server software that the copyright owner never desired to place into the hands of others is uniquely harmful to copyright owners and weighs strongly against a finding that such copying is a fair use.

More generally, the proponents seek to enable recreational play of online video games by members of the public and not just scholars. That poses a very significant risk of harm to the substantial and growing market for both derivative works and reissues of video games. As they did in 2015, the proponents refer to the video games eligible for both the current and proposed exemptions as “abandoned.” However, they do not use that word as the term of art it is in copyright law. In copyright, a work is considered abandoned only when there is an “intent by the copyright proprietor to surrender rights in his work.” The reality is that game companies do not regularly abandon works of authorship that may have cost them many millions of dollars to bring to market. Rather, like other copyright owners, they preserve the works in their catalogs and make business judgments about which of them to offer at which times. Many popular video games are part of franchises with many games in a series. While video game services are from time to time discontinued, at least for a time, that is an ordinary feature of the commercialization of copyrighted works. For example, if a copyright owner chooses to discontinue an older game to help drive demand for a successor to that game, that kind of market decision is one copyright law usually leaves to copyright owners. And discontinued video games have increasingly been brought back to the market as part of a surge in “retro gaming” since the 2015 proceeding.

Courts have recognized that copyrighted works regularly pass through release and re-release cycles. Far from giving individuals or entities free reign to appropriate to themselves the market for out-of-print works, courts have recognized the potential for harm when the copyright owner might re-issue a work, issue a derivative work, or generate income through licensing. Making older online video games available for recreational play without the copyright owner’s authorization places the copyright owner in the position of having its current releases and re-releases compete with unauthorized access to its older games, and also may diminish consumer
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demand for subscriptions to legitimate video game networks. That is quintessential market harm of the kind recognized by the fourth fair use factor.

The expansive affiliate concept proposed here presents a further risk of market harm, in two respects. First, access to video games in the collection of the eligible organization will no longer be limited to the premises of the organization. Thus, in addition to seeking to provide an on-premises arcade where a public audience will be able to play online video games, the proposed exemption would allow eligible organizations to provide an online arcade for affiliates, greatly extending the geographic reach of the harm described above.

Second, the proposed expansion would allow affiliates to engage in console jailbreaking in the privacy of their homes. The proposal would facilitate this activity without requiring the institutions to engage in any meaningful supervision, without requiring the institution to impose legally enforceable restrictions on affiliate behavior, and without requiring any formal protections against subsequent infringement. This is a substantial departure from the current exemption, which was predicated on a finding that eligible organizations constitute a more-confined class than gamers at large, and would limit their use to on-site activities in a controlled environment. This matters because “jailbroken consoles are strongly linked to piracy of video games.”

“[A] jailbroken console can be used to play illegitimately acquired games and not just ‘abandoned’ games.” Moreover, jailbreaking of console software weakens the efficacy and value of that software as a distribution platform.” On the basis of these facts, the Register in 2015 concluded that “any exemption that would extend to modification of console computer code by individual consumers is likely to cause market harm to the console platform software as well as the non-discontinued games distributed for that platform, and is therefore unlikely to be a fair use.”

There have been no changes in console architecture or the video game piracy environment that would lead to a different conclusion today.

Finally, the provision of unauthorized third-party game servers presents a risk to video game fans that could lead to market harm for copyright owners. Video game publishers work hard to create a high-quality game play experience that protects against cheating and abusive conduct and maintains the privacy of users. Unauthorized third-party game servers run significantly by volunteers seem unlikely to offer such protections. And whether or not unauthorized third-party game servers exploit publishers’ trademarks to attract gamers, they could cause consumers to believe that the game company’s games, rather than the unauthorized third-party service, are unreliable, unfair, deceptive, or unsafe. If consumers lose trust in video game companies’ ability to provide a quality game experience that protects the safety and privacy of online gamers, they may be less likely to purchase new video games or use video game companies’ authorized online game services. In this manner, circumvention of video game access controls and the infringement that follows from such circumvention can harm the
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consumer experience and potentially diminish the market for video game publishers’ copyrighted works.

Taking all the fair use factors into account, it is clear that the proposed broadening of the exemption will significantly enable and promote activity that is not a fair use.

**iv. Additional uses are not permitted by Section 117.**

The proponents do not assert that their proposed uses are permissible under Section 117. That makes sense. The additional uses they propose fail to comport with Section 117 for several reasons. First, Section 117 does not apply to copyrighted works that are not computer programs, such as graphic elements. Second, nobody other than the game provider is an “owner of a copy” of the game server software the proponents wish to copy. That software is held closely by the game provider and used to provide a service. Copies of it are not distributed, much less owned by anyone else. Third, users of video games, including organizations eligible for the current preservation exemption, are not typically owners of copies of the software they do possess, because that software is typically distributed only pursuant to licenses that contain notable use restrictions and do not convey ownership of copies. Finally, Section 117 does not extend to public performance and display of video games. For each of these reasons, and because proponents do not press any such claim, Section 117 has no bearing on the additional uses at issue in this proceeding.

* * *

While MADE asserts that its proposal entails only “slight modifications” to the existing exemption, that characterization is not accurate. The proponents want a substantially expanded exemption that will allow them to completely recreate a hosted game service environment, including by reproducing unpublished software and game elements that were never lawfully distributed to them, and make a substitute service available for play by a public audience. And they want to extend these activities beyond the controlled confines of eligible organizations by deputizing a legion of “affiliates” to assist in their activities. This proposal clearly involves significant infringing activity.

**3. The statutory factors weigh against granting the proposed expansion.**

In evaluating the proposed expansion of the game preservation exemption, the Register must consider five statutory factors, each discussed below. In doing so, she must evaluate how the proposed methods of circumvention will affect all copyrighted works protected by the access controls at issue. Proponents seek to circumvent access controls that protect video games and video game consoles, and to deputize an army of affiliates to do so. However, these access controls are also designed to protect other forms of media that are accessible on video game
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consoles, and circumventing them will open game consoles to infringement. The benefits associated with such protection must be evaluated in weighing the statutory factors.

i. The proposed expansion will not materially increase, and may decrease, the availability of copyrighted works.

Although the Register has concluded that a “relatively narrow exemption” could enhance the availability of copyrighted works, the expansion sought here is unlikely to meaningfully increase the availability of works. The Register’s previous conclusion was based primarily on a finding that eligible organizations’ could maintain access to video games “that might otherwise be lost.” However, the proponents’ conclusory assertions here do not establish that the current exemption, coupled with the efforts of video game companies alone and in cooperation with public institutions, are insufficient to prevent games from being genuinely “lost.”

The Register also speculated that “preservation efforts may also stimulate new copyrighted works offering commentary and analysis of video games.” However, a significant amount of video game scholarship is happening under current law. It is not apparent that much or any of it depends on scholars’ playing historical video games. The proponents make no showing that such scholarship is the fruit of the current exemption, or that the proposed expansion – which seems directed primarily to recreational play by individual gamers – is likely to move the needle on the volume of video game scholarship. Because the re-implementation of online game servers that the proponents contemplate likely requires cooperation from the game’s copyright owner, it seems particularly unlikely that the proposed expansion alone would produce an outpouring of new scholarship.

Conversely, the proposed broadening of the exemption presents risks to effective copyright protection that could reduce the incentives to invest in the creation of new games and make game consoles a less attractive platform for content delivery, if the more damaging forms of infringement that the exemption would enable were to become widespread. Section 1201 envisioned the use of access controls “to prevent piracy and other economically harmful unauthorized uses of copyrighted materials[,]” as well as “to support new ways of disseminating copyrighted materials to users, and to safeguard the availability of legitimate uses of those materials by individuals.” The proponents’ request to broaden the exemption would undermine these aims.

First, while the proponents promote their proposal as directed toward scholarship, it appears their principal goal may be to enable recreational gameplay by individual gamers. If re-implementation of online video games and public gameplay using substitute servers were to
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become widespread, that could diminish consumer demand for current releases of online
games.224

Second, the proponents ask the Register to sanction distributed hacking of video game
consoles, by expanding the existing exemption for console-based hacking from its current scope – which is limited to preservationists working within the confines of an eligible institution – to a legion of “affiliates,” who may work off-site at geographically distributed locations.225 This is especially troublesome because evidence linking hacked consoles to infringement of video
games, and other copyrighted material available on video game consoles, is overwhelming.226 If
the proposal were adopted, and large numbers of individual gamers were authorized to jailbreak
t heir consoles under color of a preservation exemption, it could discourage copyright owners
from distributing their creative works through video game consoles. Such a result could also
promote infringement to an extent that would materially reduce incentives to invest in the
creation of new games.

ii. The proposed expansion would not increase the availability of works for
nonprofit archival, preservation, and educational purposes, or the
availability of works of criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching,
scholarship, or research.

Proponents suggest that these two statutory factors weigh heavily in their favor, but that
is not so. The Register, in her 2015 Recommendation, concluded that the existing exemption
was sufficient to enable preservation and subsequent criticism, comment, teaching, scholarship,
or research.227 The Register’s conclusion remains true: online multiplayer gameplay is not
necessary for preservation or for subsequent scholarly purposes.228

iii. The proposed expansion would have a substantial adverse impact on the
market for or value of copyrighted works.

Although the Register has in the past concluded that a “properly crafted exemption for
preservationists can satisfy their needs without impacting the market for video games,”229 the
proposed expansion is far from properly crafted. To the contrary, the proposed expansion would
significantly increase the number of individuals eligible to jailbreak consoles and depart from the
constraint that such conduct occur in a controlled setting.230 In this regard, the proposed
expansion would facilitate (and invite) a significant increase in infringement, substantially
diminishing the market for and value of infringed works.231 The proposed expansion would also
substantially diminish the market for and value of copyrighted works in other ways, already

224 Permitting proponents to set up unauthorized servers for the purpose of facilitating play would also diminish
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discussed in detail above. As a result, the fourth statutory factor weighs heavily against granting the proposed expansion.

**iv. Other appropriate factors counsel against the proposed expansion.**

As the proponents acknowledge, re-establishing online gameplay will require launching substitute game servers and modifying client-server protocols. The proponents appear to contemplate distributing software embodying these modified client-server protocols to “affiliates.” As the Register recognized in her 2015 Recommendation, this conduct implicates the anti-trafficking provision set forth in Section 1201(a)(2)(A). In fact, many (if not all) game client-server protocols probably qualify as TPMs, because they supply information or effectuate some other process needed to access copyrighted works. Distributing modified protocols that bypass the normal operation of the game TPMs thus seems likely to violate the anti-trafficking provision set forth in Section 1201(a)(2)(A). The proposed expansion should be rejected on this basis.

Although the proponents purport to seek the broadened exemption for the purpose of preservation, proponents appear to view recreational gameplay as within the ambit of “preservation.” If such uses became widespread as a result of the proposed expansion of the exemption, it could harm the brands and goodwill developed by video game companies. As described above, unauthorized third-party game services run significantly by volunteers are unlikely to offer a game experience fully commensurate with the high-quality experiences provided by game companies. That risks tarnishing their brands and creating consumer confusion, which may reduce demand for new video games or video game companies’ authorized online game services.

For all of the reasons stated above, the proposed expansion should be rejected.

**DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE**

Attached, please see Exhibit A (compiling screen shots of MADE website).
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Exhibit A
Visiting The MADE

Riding the video game history? Revel in game history? Talk shop with fellow game nerds?

From the Atari to the PlayStation 3, the MADE houses over 5,000 playable video games. When you arrive at the MADE, you can expect to meet people, find an old classic, find a new classic, and learn something about the games you love. In addition to our normal suite of playable consoles, we have specially curated exhibits, including our Big Steel Battalion Box, RIN hacks, Dance Dance Revolution, and a rotating display piece.

Friendly museum volunteers will help you pick a game, just pick up a controller and play!

ABOUT THE MUSEUM

The MADE is a 501(c)(3) organization and museum dedicated to activities that engage participants with all forms of digital art and entertainment.
Visiting The MADE

Riding the wave of video game history? Dive into the world of video games at the MADE! The MADE houses over 5,000 playable video games from the Atari 2600 to the PlayStation 3. When you arrive at the MADE, you can expect to meet people, find an old classic, find a new classic, and learn something about the games you love. In addition to our normal suite of playable consoles, we have specially curated exhibits, including our Big Steel Battalion Box, Rock & Roll hacked, Dance Dance Revolution, and a rotating display piece.

Friendly museum volunteers will help you pick a game, just pick up a controller and play!

FIND US:
5400 Broadway, Oakland CA
94611
info@themade.org
510-657-0211

ABOUT THE MUSEUM
The MADE is a 501(c)(3) organization and museum dedicated to activities that engage participants with all forms of digital art and entertainment.

https://www.themade.org/visiting-the-made/ 01/19/2018
Visiting The MADE

Riding to replay an old classic? Revel in video game history? Talk shop with fellow video game nerds?

From the Atari to the PlayStation 3, the MADE houses over 5,000 playable video games. When you arrive at the MADE, you can expect to meet people, find an old classic, find a new classic, and learn something about the games you love. In addition to our normal suite of playable consoles, we have specially curated exhibits, including our Big Steel Battalion Box, RTX hacks, Dance Dance Revolution, and a rotating display piece.

Friendly museum volunteers will help you pick a game, just pick up a controller and play!

ABOUT THE MUSEUM

The MADE is a 501(c)(3) organization and museum dedicated to activities that engage participants with all forms of digital art and entertainment.

https://www.themade.org/visiting-the-made/    01/19/2018
Visiting The MADE

Riding a wave of nostalgia? Revisit video game history? Talk shop with fellow video game nerds?
From the Atari to the PlayStation 3, the MADE houses over 5,000 playable video games. When you arrive at the MADE, you can expect to meet people, find an old classic, find a new classic, and learn something about the games you love. In addition to our normal suite of playable consoles, we have specially curated exhibits, including our Big Steel Battalion Box, RIN hacks, Dance Dance Revolution, and a rotating display piece.

Friendly museum volunteers will help you pick a game, just pick up a controller and play!

ABOUT THE MUSEUM

The MADE is a 501(c)(3) organization and museum dedicated to activities that engage participants with all forms of digital art and entertainment.
Frequently Asked Questions

What are you? We’re a museum dedicated to interactive art, specifically the art of video games.

Where are you? We are located at 3400 Broadway, Oakland, CA.

How can I help? You can volunteer, donate money, or just spread the word by telling people about us. We also need volunteers very badly.

How can I volunteer? We are arranging all manner of teams right now; curatorial, IT, retail, financial, development, community building, and facilities management. If you feel you can help us out in one of these categories, contact us!

I have cool stuff, how can I get it to you? Drop us an email and find a time to bring it by.

I am not in the San Francisco Bay Area, can I still volunteer? Yes! We need people to help with the wiki and to administer servers. We use Google Apps, so we can collaborate anywhere. We would love to have your input, so please feel free to join our mailing list!

What are your long-term goals? The MADE aims to become a major institution, and thus has a 15-year plan to construct a world-class facility in downtown San Francisco. This will be a long and arduous journey. It’s almost as if we are a raggedy Capsickle armed with a wooden sword, sent out to save the kidnapped princess from some wily, unending, unspeakable evil. Along the way, we’re sure to meet some memorable characters, and find glorious treasures. We’re in this thing to the final end, and we are planning on saving that princess no matter what. That princess being a massive museum near the SF MOMA, with a large trust or endowment to sustain itself.

What if you fail? What will happen to my cool stuff? Of course, we’re going with the mindset that failure is not an option. But if that awful day does come, 100% of donated materials and Museum assets will be given to Stanford University, which already houses the largest curated collection of videogames in the world. The only variance in this plan would be the division of materials to the Strong Museum of Play, or to the Smithsonian.

What is your EIN #? EIN: 26-4570775

https://www.themade.org/faq/
A Day At The MADE

A row of Classic Consoles

Events & Speakers

Python Class

Additional images can be found on our Flickr

https://www.themade.org/gallery/
The MADE is the only all-playable video game museum in the world. We were the first dedicated open to the public video game museum in the United States. Our collection houses over 5,300 playable games. The MADE is a 501c3 nonprofit dedicated to the preservation of video game history, and to educating the public on how video games are created. Our goal is to inspire the next generation of game developers.

FIND US:
3400 Broadway, Oakland
CA 94611
info@themade.org
510-457-0211

ABOUT THE MUSEUM
The MADE is a 501c(3) organization and museum dedicated to activities that engage participants with all forms of digital art and entertainment.

Location
3400 Broadway, Oakland CA 94611

Open Hours:
The MADE is currently closed.
Friday: 3:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Saturday/Sunday: 12:00 PM to 6:00 PM

Calendar

Admission and Memberships:
$10 to play games all day
$50 yearly membership
$100 yearly family membership

Final Fantasy at 30
Final Fantasy will be entering its 30th year in 2018. Come play the classics in a collaborative save system, where you pick up and play with the party the previous player has created to continue the story!